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Abstract 27 

Perception improves with repeated exposure. Evidence has shown object recognition 28 

can be improved by training for multiple days in adults. In particular, a study of Amar-29 

Halpert et al. (2017) has compared the learning effect of repetitive and brief, at-30 

threshold training on a discrimination task and reported similar improvement in both 31 

groups. The finding is interpreted as evidence that memory reactivation benefits 32 

discrimination learning. This raises the question how this process might influence 33 

different perceptual tasks, including tasks with more complex visual stimuli. Here, this 34 

preregistered study investigates whether reactivation induces improvements in a 35 

visual object learning task that includes more complex visual stimuli. Participants 36 

were trained to recognize a set of objects during five days of training. After the initial 37 

training, a group was trained with repeated practice, the other with brief, near-38 

threshold reactivation trials. In both groups we found improved object recognition at 39 

brief exposure durations. Traditional intense training shows a daily improvement; 40 

however, the group with reactivation does not reach the same level of improvement. 41 

Our findings show that reactivation has a smaller effect relative to large amounts of 42 

practice. 43 

44 
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Significance Statement  45 

Perceptual learning helps to explore adult plasticity in visual processing. Gradual 46 

improvements in the perception of complex objects have been demonstrated across 47 

multiple daily training sessions of hundreds of trials. These improvements in the 48 

trained objects and the transfer to new objects, in that sense, support “practice 49 

makes perfect.” Recent research challenges this idea, and suggests that a few critical 50 

reactivation trials can boost the learning processes. Here, we extend this idea to 51 

other learning tasks and investigate the extent to which short reactivation with a small 52 

number of trials can replace extensive training with complex visual objects. In our 53 

paradigm, we found larger training effects with extensive training. 54 

55 
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1 Introduction 56 

Sensory information processing can be improved, but improvement requires 57 

repetitive practice. Repeated presentations of the same stimuli induce perceptual 58 

learning. A substantial body of evidence demonstrates training-induced 59 

improvements in the perception of relatively simple visual aspects, such as frequency 60 

discrimination (Fiorentini and Berardi, 1981), orientation discrimination (Aberg et al., 61 

2009; Jeter et al., 2010) and feature discrimination (Amar-Halpert et al., 2017; 62 

Censor et al., 2006; Censor and Sagi, 2008; Karni and Sagi, 1993). Interestingly, 63 

similar learning curves have been reported with more complex objects (Baeck et al., 64 

2012, 2014, 2016; Furmanski and Engel, 2000; Van Meel et al., 2016). This so-called 65 

object learning involves improved recognition of objects after multiple days of 66 

training. This improvement in object recognition under perceptually challenging 67 

conditions seems related to activity in high-level object-selective cortex (Grill-Spector 68 

et al., 2000; Van Meel et al., 2016). 69 

While the boundary between simple and complex processing is difficult to 70 

draw, together these findings demonstrate that a wide variety of visual capabilities 71 

improve with extensive trainings. Recently however, in a texture discrimination task, 72 

the same profile of learning across days was observed using only a limited number of 73 

reactivation trials in the subsequent training days (Amar-Halpert et al., 2017). This 74 

study made use of a hypothetical window of opportunity during memory 75 

consolidation, where memories are re-evoked in the subsequent days after the initial 76 

encoding training. This reactivation needs only a few trials but results in similar 77 

behavioral improvements compared to the usual practice with hundreds of training 78 

trials. A similar mechanism in the domain of motor learning suggests memory 79 

consolidation due to reactivation in the context of a finger-tapping task (Walker et al., 80 

2003, 2002). In that case the induced performance benefits occurred in a brief 81 
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reactivation which is less than 60 seconds (de Beukelaar et al., 2014). Although 82 

these training paradigms have shown stable and long-lasting effects in simple motor 83 

and visual learning with such short reactivations, no study has explored if the same 84 

phenomenon can be observed in more complex processing. The number of studies 85 

on this phenomenon is very limited and it is important to explore the necessary and 86 

sufficient conditions of these effects.  87 

Another aspect to consider in visual learning is learning selectivity. Indeed, the 88 

training-induced learning effects are observed specifically for the stimuli set used for 89 

training. However, the degree of generalization (or transfer) of learning to new (but 90 

related) stimuli varies. In fact, the learning effects can show a lack of generalization 91 

to other objects (Furmanski and Engel, 2000). On the other hand, studies have 92 

typically noticed a partial generalization across stimulus size (Furmanski and Engel, 93 

2000) and unseen images of the same objects (Baeck et al., 2016). It is unclear how 94 

the aforementioned reactivation protocol would interact with specificity and 95 

generalization.  96 

This pre-registered study will therefore test 1) if the short reactivation strategy 97 

can induce object learning to the same extent as classical intensive training and 2) 98 

how selective this learning process is. The experimental design will in many details 99 

be based upon earlier object learning experiments (e.g., Baeck et al., 2012), using 100 

the same materials and dependent variable they used. In addition, we will add a 101 

between-subject manipulation of reactivation training similar to the procedure from 102 

Amar-Halpert and colleagues (2017). Based on the previous success with this 103 

reactivation protocol, we predict similar learning curves in this protocol compared to 104 

the standard object training protocol with a much higher number of trials.  105 

Earlier studies on object recognition training have started with a group of 106 

common objects as stimuli. With hundreds of repetitive trials, recognition can be 107 
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improved by training. However, we hope to uncover the detailed reasons for changes 108 

in object recognition. Now, our study aims to bridge the gap between object learning 109 

paradigms that involve long exposure and shorter paradigms that rely on memory 110 

reactivation. This work will inform us about the mechanisms underlying learning-111 

induced improvements in object recognition. The larger the extent that memory 112 

reactivation is involved in such improvements, the more improvement we expect to 113 

find after brief periods of training that are designed to reactivate memory. 114 

 115 

2 Materials and Methods 116 

The approved Stage 1 protocol, the anonymized study data and digital materials can 117 

be found on the Open Science Framework (OSF) at https://osf.io/utx6n/. 118 

2.1 Participants 119 

Fifty-two participants in this study were randomly assigned to two groups,26 in the 120 

full-practice groups (aged 22.5 ± 5.2 years, 6 males and 20 females) and 26 in the 121 

short-reactivation group (aged 22.1 ± 4.3 years, 2 males and 24 females).  122 

Participants of either gender (aged between 18 and 40) were recruited online 123 

through a university online recruitment system (SONA), Facebook, as well as through 124 

banners and leaflets. The volunteers received monetary rewards. 125 

Initially, a planned sample of 50 was set from a power analysis over 0.90. Data 126 

collection was prone to no-shows, which is why we scheduled more than 50 127 

participants. In the last week of testing, we needed one participant but scheduled 128 

three and all three showed up. As such a final sample of 52 was obtained.  129 

There was no a priori limit on the proportion of male/female participants. The 130 

experiment was approved by the Social and Societal Ethics Committee of KU Leuven 131 
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(G-2017 12 1045). Participants signed an informed consent before every session. 132 

The following criteria was used to exclude a participant’s data: (i) A participant does 133 

not attend all sessions; (ii) The obtained threshold value on the first or the last day is 134 

worse than the baseline (>120ms). 135 

On top of the final sample of 52, three more participants started with the first 136 

session, but were removed from the data file; one because of the obtained threshold 137 

value on the first day (140.94 ms) was worse than the starting value of 120 ms set a 138 

priori, one because of cancelation of the later slots, and one because of being 139 

outside of the predefined age range. 140 

2.2 Apparatus 141 

The whole experiment was conducted using a Dell desktop computer (GX-780), 142 

using Matlab and Psychtoolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997). 143 

Visual stimuli were displayed on a 16-inch CRT monitor (Dell 790) with a 1024 × 768 144 

pixels resolution at 100 Hz. The room was dim and viewing distance was 90 cm. 145 

2.3 Stimuli 146 

The full stimulus set consisted of 40 gray-scale pictures of common manmade and 147 

natural objects that were used in a previous study (Baeck et al., 2012). The contrast 148 

of stimuli was reduced to 12.5% of the original contrast to make objects harder to 149 

recognize. Masking stimuli are made by a combination of fragments (70 × 70 pixels) 150 

of all different object pictures. Image size was 450 × 450 pixels (8.7 visual degrees). 151 

All stimuli were gamma corrected to create a linear luminescence range. As the 152 

gamma correction decreased overall contrast, an inverse gamma-correction was 153 

applied to the masking stimuli to increase the contrast of the masks and thus 154 

obtaining a more robust masking effect.  155 
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2.3.1 Selection of image set 156 

In Baeck and Op de Beeck’s (2012) work, the large stimulus set was divided in two 157 

subsets. One subset was used for training the other subset as a control. This design 158 

assumed that 20 stimuli per subset would be sufficient to average out possible 159 

stimulus-specific variations in difficulty (e.g., a stimulus that is more difficult than 160 

other stimuli). However, the large number of stimuli results in less exposure to each 161 

individual stimulus. In the current study there is an additional disadvantage, namely 162 

that the number of reactivation trials goes up linearly with the number of stimuli. For 163 

that reason we decided to limit the number of stimuli in each subset to 5 stimuli.  164 

We partitioned the stimuli in 6 subsets of 5 stimuli, then tested 5 pilot 165 

participants with 6 two-down, one-up staircases per subset. The obtained thresholds 166 

of these pilot trials helped us to select a number of stimulus subsets with equal 167 

difficulty. However, the task with 5 stimuli became so easy that the responses were 168 

achieved at the minimum stimulus duration without fluctuation, making it impossible 169 

to investigate the main effect. To prevent visual adaptation, the stimulus size was 170 

changed randomly from 250 pixels to 450 pixels, and this additional need for size 171 

invariance increased the difficulty of the recognition at short stimulus durations.  172 

Two stimulus sets (Figure 1) were counterbalanced across participants so that 173 

all stimulus sets will be included to the same extent as training and control stimuli 174 

between the two subject groups. 175 

2.4 Object learning task 176 

Each trial started with a fixation and the stimulus presentation for a variable time 177 

(SOA). Next, three consecutive masks were presented at the same location for 178 

250ms each, to prevent further visual processing (Op de Beeck et al., 2007). The 179 
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presented position of stimuli and masks was randomized with a maximum deviation 180 

of 1.8 degrees from the screen center, the size-invariant stimuli and masks ranging 181 

randomly from 250 by 250 pixels to 450 by 450 pixels. The variable stimulus duration 182 

was determined through two interleaved two-down, one-up staircases. Stimulus 183 

duration was initially set at 120 ms (12 frames at a 100 Hz refresh rate), decreased 184 

by 10 ms (1 frame) after two consecutive correct answers and increased by 10 ms 185 

after each incorrect answer. Participants were requested to type the first two letters of 186 

the name of the presented object. Three-letter responses have been used before 187 

(Baeck et al., 2012), but we can simplify this to two letters because stimulus sets 188 

included only 5 stimuli. A ‘true’ or ‘false’ feedback was shown after each trial. In case 189 

of a wrong answer, the correct object name was provided (see Figure 2). 190 

Note that the procedure of shortening stimulus duration as the SOA gets smaller in 191 

could arguably result in a situation in which challenges in recognition performance 192 

are due to reductions in perceived stimulus contrast in low-level visual areas. We 193 

cannot rule out this possibility, yet it is assuring that the same manipulation was used 194 

in previous studies that found correlations with object recognition performance in 195 

object-selective cortex (Grill-Spector et al., 2000) and causal effects after stimulation 196 

in lateral occipital cortex (Van Meel et al., 2016).  197 

2.5 Procedure 198 

Participants were randomly assigned to two training paradigms (full-practice versus 199 

short-reactivation trainings). Each participant was trained with one subset of 5 stimuli. 200 

Threshold values are the average of the last four reversals of all staircases per day.  201 

One other subset of 5 stimuli was used as a control set for individual 202 

participants, only to be seen during the first and last session. Across participants, 203 

each stimulus subset served equally often as a training set and as a control set. 204 
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The participants in the full-practice group completed standard training 205 

sessions between the first and the last day (see Table 1). The other participants in 206 

the short-reactivation group completed a standard training session on the first day 207 

and perform only short reactivation on the other three days. The fifth day is a test 208 

session which is the same for both groups. 209 

2.5.1 Preview  210 

In earlier work (Baeck et al., 2016, 2014, 2012; Baeck and Op de Beeck, 2010; 211 

Furmanski and Engel, 2000; Van Meel et al., 2016), each session started with a 212 

preview of all stimuli presented in that session. A preview of the stimuli (2 seconds 213 

each) with their corresponding names was displayed to ensure that participants know 214 

the object images and their names. In the present experiment, we included this 215 

preview in the first and the last session for all 10 object stimuli (two subsets). The 216 

preview was not shown in the intermediate training sessions in order to not interfere 217 

with the reactivation procedure. 218 

2.5.2 First test and training session  219 

The first session involved a preview and eight experimental blocks of 100 trials (800 220 

trials). Each block comprised two interleaved staircases of 50 trials. Baeck et al. 221 

(2012) only used 40 trials per staircase, but we expect to be able to collect more trials 222 

per unit of time because the required responses have been simplified (2 instead of 3 223 

letters). Each block included only 5 stimuli, either the stimuli that were trained or the 224 

control stimuli. Of the 8 blocks in the first session, 4 blocks included trained and 4 225 

blocks control stimuli, interleaved, and the stimulus set that came first was 226 

counterbalanced across participants. The total duration of the experimental session 227 

on day 1 would last 1 hour. 228 
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2.5.3 Training session  229 

A standard training session involved eight experimental blocks of 100 trials (800 230 

trials) with each block comprising two interleaved staircases of 50 trials. Standard 231 

training sessions only included the trained stimuli, the control stimuli were not shown. 232 

2.5.4 Reactivation session 233 

Participants performed 5 near-threshold trials of each stimulus, resulting in 25 234 

reactivation trials per session. Threshold values were the average of the last four 235 

reversals of the last four staircases on day one for that participant. 236 

2.5.5 Final test session 237 

The test session on the final day was the same as the first half of the first session, 238 

with a preview of the 10 object images and 4 blocks of 100 trials. This test session 239 

was shorter than the first session, because it only served to assess the thresholds 240 

and not to induce a large amount of training. 241 

2.6 Analysis pipeline 242 

Learning-related changes were quantified by the threshold values across sessions, 243 

which is the most obvious manner to characterize performance when using an 244 

adaptive procedure (psychometric curve fitting is difficult given the uneven sampling 245 

of this function, see Baeck and Op de Beeck, 2010). For each participant, threshold 246 

values were the average of the last four reversals of every staircase complete with a 247 

stimulus set in a session. A lower threshold value corresponds to better performance. 248 

If the obtained threshold on Day 1 or Day 5 is worse than the baseline (120ms), the 249 

individual data will be excluded. The data was presented as mean and the standard 250 

error of the mean (SEM) of 2 stimulus sets (trained, control), 2 training paradigms 251 
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(full-practice, short-reactivation) and time (sessions). A decline in thresholds over 252 

sessions indicates a training effect. 253 

Prior to analyzing the training effect, individual data on the initial session was 254 

checked for equivalence between the two training paradigms. Next, the main analysis 255 

evaluated learning effect with t-tests in line with Baeck et al. (2010, 2012, 2014, 256 

2016) and Van Meel et al. (2016). In order to test the central hypothesis of the current 257 

paper, the final session performance in the two groups was compared to find out 258 

whether the full-practice group has reached lower thresholds compared to the short-259 

reactivation group. We further tested the specificity for the control stimuli among 260 

different training groups. Results are reported with p values, CI and effect size (see 261 

Table 2). 262 

2.6.1 Equivalence test for comparing the groups before training 263 

To confirm that the observed training effects are meaningful when assessed from the 264 

performance in the last day, we evaluated whether the two groups had equal 265 

performance on the first session using an independent t-test. We did not run an 266 

equivalence test as proposed originally because we did not set the bounds of the 267 

latter a priori. Irrespective of the outcome of this analysis, we also report the results 268 

when data were normalized for the performance on Day 1. The same overall 269 

conclusions are reached with and without normalization, even though quantitatively 270 

the numbers change. 271 

2.6.2 Overall training effect 272 

The main analysis assessed the effect of training between Day 1 and Day 5, with two 273 

paired t-tests for each training paradigm.  274 

2.6.3 Group comparison in terms of training effect 275 
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We compared the two groups in two ways. First, we compared the Day 5 276 

performance between the full-practice and the reactivation group with an unpaired t-277 

test. Second, as done by Amar-Halpert et al. (2017), we would estimate the level of 278 

improvement. The training effect is sometimes referred to as a learning rate. Here, to 279 

use a consistent terminology relative to the study of Amar-Halpert et al., we also use 280 

the term learning rate. The learning rate would be computed that divided the 281 

differences of Day 1 and a target day by Day 1 performance, for example, (Day 1 – 282 

Day 5)/Day 1, multiplied by 100 to obtain percentages. 283 

2.6.4 Specificity of object learning 284 

Following the analysis of the overall learning effect, we investigated the specificity of 285 

the training in Days 2-4 to the untrained stimuli. Two paired t-tests were conducted to 286 

compare the control stimuli performance between the first and final test sessions 287 

within a group of subjects. An unpaired t-test was conducted to compare the Day 5 288 

performance between the full-practice and the short-reactivation group.  289 

2.7 Effect and sample size calculation 290 

The key comparisons made by Amar-Halpert et al. in the 5-day standard-practice, 291 

memory-reactivation, and 2-day standard-practice suggest that the brief reactivations 292 

during training do improve discrimination thresholds. The original paper did not 293 

provide the raw and average values at the test and retest sessions; we estimated the 294 

pooled SD to be 20% within two groups from the given SEM of 5.9% and 5.5% in 295 

each group. Here, we present effect sizes and required sample sizes, calculated with 296 

a data analytics software (G*Power 3.1.9.2; RRID:SCR_013726).  297 

Amar-Halpert et al. reported that learning rates in the two groups ranged from 298 

20.6% (memory-reactivation) to 26.6% (standard practice), with a nonsignificant 299 
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difference [F(1,22) = 0.56, p= 0.46] between total learning rates in the standard-300 

practice and the memory-reactivation groups. 301 

Despite a relatively low number of participants per group (N = 12), the study of 302 

Amar-Halpert et al. had a reasonable power to detect a learning effect in a group, 303 

because these effects are large. To find an effect of 20.6% with SD of 20%, the 304 

power is 0.75. If our null hypothesis is that memory-reactivation would result in no 305 

learning effect at all and the alternative hypothesis states that there is as much 306 

learning as in the standard practice group, then with N = 18 we would have a power 307 

of 0.90. However, we could also hypothesize that the reactivation might result in 308 

some learning, albeit much smaller than in the standard-practice group. Thus, to 309 

safeguard us against this possibility, we opt for a sample size of N = 25a in each 310 

group, which is double the number in the original study. 311 

 312 

3. Results 313 

All data and analysis scripts are publicly available on the Open Science Framework 314 

(https://osf.io/utx6n/). This study obtained 52 participants, 26 in the full-practice group 315 

and 26 in the short-reactivation group. Participants in both groups performed a five-316 

day training with the same amount of trials on the first and final days. Participants in 317 

the full-practice group performed a standard training session of 800 trials in three 318 

daily training sessions (days 2-4). Participants in the short-reactivation group 319 

performed 25 at-threshold trials in three daily reactivation sessions. 320 

Threshold values, representing the performance per subject, are the average 321 

of the last four reversals of every staircase. The reversals include local maximums 322 

and local minimums. The local maximums are calculated from a function (findpeaks) 323 
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in MATLAB. In order to perform this analysis of the local minimums, the data are 324 

multiplied by – 1. 325 

The initial performance on full-practice and short-reactivation training is tested 326 

for equivalence. Two-tailed t-tests confirmed that both groups had similar 327 

performance on the first day. Using the data of both stimulus sets, there was no 328 

significant difference, t (50) = 0.4569, p = 0.5793, d = 0.1267b, nor was there a 329 

difference when tested only on the thresholds for only the trained stimulus set, t (50) 330 

= 0.6063, p = 0.5471, d = 0.1682c. 331 

Even though the difference is not significant, there is a trend towards higher 332 

initial thresholds in the reactivation group. Importantly, all our conclusions are not 333 

only backed up by Day 5 performance, but also by analyses of the learning rates that 334 

take into account the baseline performance at Day 1. 335 

During the reactivation sessions, subjects were given brief training with the 336 

near-threshold trials. To estimate the individual threshold for each subject, the final 337 

four reversals of last four staircases on day one were averaged, mean ± standard 338 

error: 40.75 ± 1.86 ms. Based on this, the stimulus duration used for the reactivation 339 

trials was 41.54 ± 2.05 ms (note that per participant the duration is a multiple of 10). 340 

The average accuracy during the reactivation trials was 60 ± 3.86% on Day 2, 67.54 341 

± 4.03% on Day 3, and 70.62 ± 4.29% on Day 4. 342 

Learning effect  343 

After testing the initial performance between two groups, the performance on trained 344 

stimuli after training was assessed with two paired t-tests. Mean thresholds for both 345 

groups are shown in Figure 3. A learning effect was found for the full-practice group 346 

as in previous studies, F (4,120) = 56.87, p < .001, η2 = 0.70d. Overall, performance 347 
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thresholds were lower on day five than the day one in the full-practice group (t(25) = 348 

11.4, p < 0.001, d = 2.24e), as well as in the short-reactivation group (t(25) = 8.24, p < 349 

0.001, d = 1.62f).  350 

Then we compared the learning-induced changes for the trained stimulus set 351 

between two groups, as inferred from the performance threshold on the final day and 352 

the learning rate. The a priori hypothesis was that participants in the short-353 

reactivation group and in the full-practice group improved equally. However, 354 

participants in the short-reactivation group were found to perform less well on the 355 

final test session (Day 5) than participants in the full-practice group, t(50) = 2.6096, p 356 

= 0.0119, d = 0.72g. A similar finding was found when focusing upon the learning 357 

rate. The learning rates for full-practice (Mean ± SD, 34.13% ± 10.93%) and for 358 

reactivation group (25.23% ± 12.74%) were significantly different (t(50) = 2.7047, p = 359 

0.0093, d = 0.75h). For the key finding, we compared the mean difference of the 360 

learning rate between groups and performed a bootstrapped distribution by 5000 361 

resamples. The difference of learning rates in two groups was 8.90% with a 95% 362 

confidence interval from -15.54 to -2.70i. 363 

Note that these comparisons still overestimate the effect of the reactivation 364 

sessions. Much of the improvement compared to Day 1 might be a consequence of 365 

the many trials in Day 1. Motivated by the surprising result of much smaller learning 366 

in the reactivation group, we performed an additional analysis that was not 367 

mentioned in the preregistration. We questioned whether there would be any 368 

beneficial effect of the reactivation trials if we take into account the training induced 369 

by Day 1. We compared the learning rate at Day 5 in the reactivation group, with the 370 

learning rate at Day 2 in the full-practice group. These two cases are comparable in 371 

the sense that participants have received one day of training (Day 1), with then the 372 
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reactivation trials as an additional exposure for the reactivation group. This test is not 373 

free of confounds though, in particular, the time intervals are not the same, which 374 

should mostly bias us towards a null effect (no added benefit of the reactivation trials 375 

because potentially undone by a longer time interval). When tested, Day 2 learning 376 

rate in the full-practice group (17.07% ± 11.14%) was lower than the Day 5 learning 377 

rate in the reactivation-related changes, t(50) = 2.46, p = 0.0175, d = 0.68j. This 378 

finding suggests that the reactivation had some beneficial effect, but, given our 379 

earlier tests, much less than a full practice protocol.  380 

Specificity 381 

Following the analysis of the learning effect, we investigated the specificity of learning 382 

to the trained stimulus set by analyzing the thresholds for the control stimuli that were 383 

only present at the first and final test sessions. The threshold for the control stimuli 384 

was lower on the final test session (Day 5) than the first test session (Day 1) in the 385 

full-practice group, t(25) = 6.9011, p < 0.001, d = 1.35k, and in the short-reactivation 386 

group, t(25) = 8.2303, p < 0.001, d = 1.61l (Figure 4).On the final test session, 387 

performance for the control stimuli did not differ between groups, t(50) = 1.0095, p = 388 

0.3176, d = 0.80m. Furthermore, on the final test session, participants in the full-389 

practice group were better at recognizing trained stimuli than the control stimuli, t(25) 390 

= 4.2261, p = 0.0, d =0.83n, while this was not the case in the short-reactivation 391 

group, t(25) = 0.8877, p = 0.3831, d = 0.17o. 392 

 393 

4. Discussion 394 

The main objective of this study was to test the generality of previous work 395 

suggesting that in visual learning a short reactivation protocol results in as much 396 
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learning as a more traditional time-intensive training. Our main finding is a 397 

significantly better learning effect in object recognition for participants who performed 398 

traditional repeated training. Although there is still a small beneficial effect of the 399 

reactivation protocol, this improvement is much less than what is achieved through a 400 

time-intensive training. The lack of strong training effects of the reactivation protocol 401 

with one set of stimuli is probably also the main reason why there is no specificity of 402 

training when comparing performance between the trained stimuli and another set of 403 

stimuli that were not shown during reactivation. 404 

This study successfully establishes perceptual learning and extends the prior 405 

knowledge of the effects of memory reactivation. Our findings of a limited effect of 406 

memory reactivation resonate with other domains in which it has proven hard to 407 

identify the boundary conditions that influence the beneficial effects of memory 408 

reactivation. In several domains there has been a discussion that resulted from a 409 

variety of experimental outcomes. The original formulation of memory reconsolidation 410 

theory comes from the domain of fear conditioning. Researchers have hypothesized 411 

the stabled memory can be modulated and even destabilized by performing 412 

extinction training during the reconsolidation window (Monfils et al., 2009; Schiller et 413 

al., 2010). However, the effect of fear memory destabilization reported in the original 414 

studies could not always be replicated, sometimes the reactivation did not differ in or 415 

outside the hypothesized critical period, and in some studies there was even no 416 

effect of reactivation (Chalkia et al., 2020; Luyten and Beckers, 2017). Similar 417 

discussions have arisen in the domain of motor skill learning. Evaluated by obtaining 418 

a key typing task, new learning interfered with performance (Walker et al., 2003). The 419 

expected reconsolidation effect was absent in a direct and conceptual replication 420 

(Hardwicke et al., 2016; Walker and Stickgold, 2016). In the domain of perceptual 421 

learning, the positive findings of Amar-Halpert et al. (2017) are accompanied by 422 
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reactivation effects in similar paradigms such as orientation discrimination (Bang et 423 

al., 2018). Overall, while a large literature also supports the effects of reactivation and 424 

its induced reconsolidation (for review, see Lee et al., 2017), a lot remains to be done 425 

to understand the boundary conditions under which a reactivation protocol is 426 

effective. 427 

 It is important to note that our study was not meant to directly replicate the 428 

study of Amar-Halpert et al. (2017). Instead, we wanted to investigate to what extent 429 

similar effects of reactivation could be found in a paradigm that focuses upon the 430 

learning of more complex visual objects. We decided to stay close to the object 431 

naming paradigm that has been used in several previous studies (Baeck et al., 2016, 432 

2014; Baeck and Op de Beeck, 2010; Furmanski and Engel, 2000; Van Meel et al., 433 

2016), rather than trying to come up with an object recognition task that would be as 434 

similar as possible to the texture discrimination task of Amar-Halpert et al. (2017). As 435 

a consequence, there are many differences between the two protocols on top of the 436 

difference in domain (texture versus objects), and that might affect the results given 437 

that perceptual learning is sensitive to a lot of variables, including stimulus 438 

parameters (Sagi, 2011). To mention a few differences, we used a different method 439 

to obtain thresholds (an adaptive procedure, in contrast to the method of constant 440 

stimuli), we found different threshold values (which could be due to the adaptive 441 

procedure, or to a different strength of masking), our paradigm included a preview of 442 

the stimuli which might facilitate performance before training, the stimulus-response 443 

mapping is more complex, the reactivation includes more trials due to having more 444 

stimuli, and we have a larger sample size which results in a higher power and thus a 445 

higher probability of finding group differences.  446 

The improvements that we find due to learning are small in absolute 447 
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magnitude, and so are the differences between groups. However, the differences are 448 

large in percentages, and with this paradigm we and others have consistently found 449 

highly replicable learning effects despite the small size in absolute terms (see e.g. 450 

Furmanski and Engel, 2003; Baeck and Op de Beeck, 2010; Baeck et al., 2012). This 451 

object learning paradigm also results in very consistent and replicable effects. 452 

Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that our finding of less learning in the 453 

reactivation group would be related to specific properties of our methods, such as the 454 

way we estimate the thresholds or the limited temporal resolution with which we can 455 

adjust task difficulty (limited by the frame rate of the monitor). 456 

The results of the current study support the claim that the previously noted 457 

improvements in the object naming task require large amounts of practice. In 458 

comparison to what was done in many previous studies (Baeck et al., 2010, 2012, 459 

2014, 2016; Furmanski & Engel, 2000), the reactivation protocol is very short. It did 460 

not result in much additional improvement on top of the effect of the first day of 461 

extensive training. However, many experimental parameters might affect the strength 462 

of effects induced by reactivation, and we might simply not have found the optimal 463 

conditions. Thus instead of concluding that reactivation has a smaller effect than the 464 

brute-force method of large amounts of practice, we hypothesize that its effects might 465 

simply depend more upon the circumstances. 466 

467 
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Figure legends 540 

Figure 1. Two stimulus sets.  541 

Each set contains five different object categories. 542 

 543 

Figure 2. Example of one trial.  544 

The durations between the object and the mask stimuli (stimulus onset asynchrony, 545 

SOA) are determined based on an adaptive interleaved 2-down,1-up staircase 546 

procedure. The object stimulus in this example trial is a car (“auto”). If the participant 547 

types “au”, the feedback “CORRECT!” (English: “CORRECT”) is shown. If the 548 

participant gives another response, then “FOUT! HET was auto” (English: “WRONG! 549 

It was car”) appears. 550 

 551 

Figure 3. Overall learning effect in the full-practice group and the short-552 

reactivation group for the trained stimuli.  553 

Top panel, performance thresholds are plotted as a function of time and group. Error 554 

bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). Middle panel, the distribution 555 

shows the spread of the learning rates in each group. Circles represent the learning 556 

rates of individual participants. The gapped lines represent the standard deviation 557 

(SD) of each group. Bottom panel, a bootstrapped resample distribution depicts the 558 

learning rate difference between two groups. A circle represents the difference 559 

between two groups of -8.90 and the end of the vertical black bars represent 95% 560 

confident interval of -15.53 and -2.70, p = 0.0072. 561 

 562 
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Figure 4. Recognition thresholds in the full-practice group and the short-563 

reactivation group. 564 

Scatter plot of the thresholds of individual participants in the first and last day, plotted 565 

separately per stimulus set and per group (N = 26 in each group). The diagonal line 566 

represents the same performance on the first and last day, all points falling under this 567 

line represent a better performance on the last day compared to the first day. CF, 568 

control stimuli in full-practice group; CS, control stimuli in short-reactivation group; 569 

TF, trained stimuli in full-practice group; TS, trained stimuli in short-reactivation 570 

group. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval. 571 

 572 

Table legends 573 

Table 1 574 

Study design. 575 

Procedure of the adapting training sequence for the full-practice training paradigm 576 

(Baeck et al., 2012) and the short-reactivation training paradigm (Amar-Halpert et al., 577 

2017). 578 

 579 

Table 2 580 

Summary of statistical analysis. 581 

582 
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 583 

Figure 1. Two stimulus sets. Each set contains five different object categories. 584 

585 
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 586 

Figure 2. Example of one trial. The durations between the object and the mask stimuli 587 

(stimulus onset asynchrony, SOA) are determined based on an adaptive interleaved 588 

2-down,1-up staircase procedure. The object stimulus in this example trial is a car 589 

(“auto”). If the participant types “au”, the feedback “CORRECT!” (English: 590 

“CORRECT”) is shown. If the participant gives another response, then “FOUT! HET 591 

was auto” (English: “WRONG! It was car”) appears. 592 

593 
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 594 

Figure 3. Overall learning effect in the full-practice group and the short-reactivation 595 

group for the trained stimuli.  596 
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Top panel, performance thresholds are plotted as a function of time and group. Error 597 

bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). Middle panel, the distribution 598 

shows the spread of the learning rates in each group. Circles represent the learning 599 

rates of individual participants. The gapped lines represent the standard deviation 600 

(SD) of each group. Bottom panel, a bootstrapped resample distribution depicts the 601 

learning rate difference between two groups. A circle represents the difference 602 

between two groups of -8.90 and the end of the vertical black bars represent 95% 603 

confident interval of -15.53 and -2.70, p = 0.0072. 604 

605 
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 606 

Figure 4. Recognition thresholds in the full-practice group and the short-reactivation 607 

group. 608 

Scatter plot of the thresholds of individual participants in the first and last day, plotted 609 

separately per stimulus set and per group (N = 26 in each group). The diagonal line 610 

represents the same performance on the first and last day, all points falling under this 611 

line represent a better performance on the last day compared to the first day. CF, 612 

control stimuli in full-practice group; CS, control stimuli in short-reactivation group; 613 

TF, trained stimuli in full-practice group; TS, trained stimuli in short-reactivation 614 

group. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval. 615 

616 
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Table 1 617 

Study design  618 

Procedure of the adapting training sequence for the full-practice training paradigm 619 

(Baeck et al., 2012) and the short-reactivation training paradigm (Amar-Halpert et al., 620 

2017). 621 

Full-practice training paradigm 

Time Day 1 Day 2-4 Day 5 

Session First test and training Training  Final test 

Training trials 400 800 200 

Control trials 400  200 

Short-reactivation training paradigm 

Time Day 1 Day 2-4 Day 5 

Session First test and training Reactivation Final test 

Training trials 400 25 200 

Control trials 400  200 

 622 

623 
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Table 2 624 

Summary of statistical analysis. 625 

  Data Structure Type of test Power/CIs 

a Normal distribution Independent t-test 0.98 

b Normal distribution Independent t-test 0.07 

c Normal distribution Independent t-test 0.09 

d Normal distribution Repeated measures ANOVA 1 

e Normal distribution Dependent t-test 95% CI [12.35, 17.80] 

f Normal distribution Dependent t-test 95% CI [8.78, 14.63] 

g Normal distribution Independent t-test 0.73 

h Normal distribution Independent t-test 0.76 

i Normal distribution Bootstrap t test 95% CI [-15.54, -2.70] 

j Normal distribution Independent t-test 0.67 

k Normal distribution Dependent t-test 95% CI [7.66, 14.17] 

l Normal distribution Dependent t-test 95% CI [7.17, 11.96] 

m Normal distribution Independent t-test 0.17 

n Normal distribution Independent t-test 95% CI [2.34, 6.79] 

o Normal distribution Independent t-test 95% CI [-1.81, 4.55] 

 626 


